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Introduction
Zpay Network is one of the cryptocurrencies created with smart contract
ethereum blockchain technology, or it could be called a token ERC20,
therefore Zpay Network allows faster transactions and efficient compared
with bitcoin or other cryptocurrency.
Only it takes a few seconds to make a confirmation like send or received
into the wallet. and for that Zpay Network will be distributed in several
ways airdrop, donations, bounty and token sale, as with only total supply
which is 3,000,000 Zpay token, we selectively share them to some people
who deserve it, and we hope someday Zpay Network can be one of the
high value cryptocurrencies in market.

Blockchain Technology
The definition of Blockchain is an integrated transaction logging
technology with modern technology, which has a unique code that can
not be changed (eternal) that revolutionized the workings of the internet,
banking and other things. the meaning of the word Blockchain comes
from the Block and Chain respectively has its own meaning.
Chain (chain) is a unique chain record and is the path of all consistent
stages of a item / transaction. Block (special box) is a place / boundary /
area specifically to accommodate all item / transaction changes that
occur during the chain process. BlockChain Technology plays a very
important role in creating the eye digital money, for example is Bitcoin.
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Smart Contract
Smart contract are account holding objects on the ethereum blockchain.
they contain code functions and can interact with other contracts, make
decisions, store data, and send ether to others, contract are defined by
their creators,
But their execution, and by extension the services they offer, is provided
by the ethereum network itself. they will exist and be executable as long
as the whole network exists, and will only disappear if they were
programmed to self destruct.

What Is Zpay Network
As one of the cryptocurrency, Zpay Network will be widely circulated in
the market to make payments more modern and efficient. Our team is
working hard in succeeding Zpay Network token as a efficient payment
tool in the market which in future will be traded using our quick and fast
light Zpay Network wallet as well. our team will be working on
negotiating different deals with different merchants to accept Zpay
Network Token as a payment option.
Why Zpay Network is able to guarante faster transactions and efficient?
because Zpay Network uses a peer to peer system decentralized by the
blockchain ethereum network, with excellence the Zpay Network was
able to replace the ancient payment role still using third party assistance
such as banking and instruments which means the payment in cash or
non cash by the user in making transactions.
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Overview

Airdrop

150,000 ZPN

Zpay Plaftrom

45 %

Token Sale

2,010,000 ZPN

Marketing

30 %

Bounty

300,000 ZPN

Operational

17 %

Donations

150,000 ZPN

Security

5%

Developer

390,000 ZPN

Legal

3%

Token Spesification
Contract

0xbd6a473b817843cc9ef5c02d52bb29b07976b6d7

Name

Zpay Network Token

Symbol

ZPN

Decimal

18
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Social Gambling Games
We offer games based solely on skill and luck, players can get more ZPN
tokens with their gambling results.
The game run on an Ethereum Smart Contract. because of that, this
game has literally no technical possibilities to cheat, you can withdraw
deposits and withdrawals instantly and faster while playing in the game
using zpay light wallet.

Games Information
99% Luck 1% Skills

Play for fun or play for Win

Provably Fair

House Edge (between 0 and 1%)

Social

Play with friends and bet your foes
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Airdrop and Bounty Program
To start and introduce Zpay Network to all of our people free airdrop
distribution to anyone who participated participation, there will be only
one airdrop with prizes like :

Airdrop
Airdrop : 30 ZPN each for 5000 people.

Bounty Program
Twitter (10 ZPN)
Tweet with hastag #ZpayNetworkToken
Youtube (500 ZPN)
Create promotional videos about “Zpay Network token”
Translate (100 ZPN)
Translations into multiple languages
Blog (150 ZPN)
Create promotional content on blogger about “ZpayNetworkToken”
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Token Sale Information
As many 67% Zpay Network of the total supply will be our sales token to
investors, you can buy Zpay Network token at the moment token sale
process takes place, with it you will get the price which is much cheaper
than when the Zpay Network token has entered some market exchange,
You can buy instant token Zpay Network during token sale process takes
place. therefore more than half of the funds from the sale of Zpay
Network tokens we will allocate to the progress of the project, such as
funds to do listing in some markets, and making wallet light version to
android users and iOS.

Bonus Structure

Token Sale Details

Bonus

35 %

Week 1

Supply

3,000,000

Bonus

25 %

Week 2

For Sale

2,010,000

Bonus

15 %

Week 3

Price

1 ETH 7500 ZPN

Bonus

5%

Week 4

Payment

Ethereum
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Development Roadmap
Q4 2017

Contract creation and airdrop started.

Q1 2018

Token sale started and bounty program.

Q1 2018

Development of Zplaygames.io.

Q1 2018

Token Sale ended and airdrop distribution.

Q1 2018

Development of light wallet API started.

Q1 2018

Listing on potential exchange.

Q1 2018

Zplaygames is launched.

Q2 2018

Listing on Coinmarketcap.

Q2 2018

Listing on more bigger exchange.

Q3 2018

Wallet light beta version for android and iOS.

Q3 2018

Negotiations with potential merchants over accepting
ZPN as a Cryptocurrency.
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Development Light Wallet
In order to facilitate the transaction as Zpay Network users send and
receive a token, we already have a plan to make a light wallet that will be
running well on android and ios plaftrom mobile.

With the light wallet Zpay Network version, you will have completely
freedom to your token, you can receive and send token whenever and
wherever u r but to make it more efficient, our team need more time to
develope this wallet system, and we have made schedule in token
roadmap Zpay Network, not just for saving Zpay Network Token, your
wallet can also store as bitcoin ethereum and, that this tags light wallet
Zpay Network very useful.
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Resources
Website

https://zpay.network

Github

https://github.com/Zpay-Network

Reddit

https://www.reddit.com/user/ZpayNetwork

Medium

https://medium.com/@zpaynetwork

Twitter

https://twitter.com/ZpayNetwork

Blog

https://blog.zpay.network

Discord

https://discord.gg/NRZd69u

Email

hello@zpay.network

